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As human space exploration expands beyond lower Earth orbit, it is necessary to characterize the effects of space
radiation, microgravity, and the combination thereof on cells. Because it is complicated to have large sample numbers
when studying the effects of different factors on humans, scientists commonly use model organisms that share some of
the key aspects being studied. In this case, we will use yeast, as around 70% of its essential genes have a significant
human homolog. More specifically, this project will use a molecularly barcoded yeast genome-wide knockdown
collection that will enable the systematic interrogation of the effect of microgravity, space radiation, and a combination
thereof in each gene. Each strain in the collection has a single gene deleted and a representative molecular barcode that
enables quantifying the fitness of each mutant under the test conditions, by measuring the relative abundance at different
points in time. To differentiate the effects of microgravity and space radiation on each strain, an experimental set will be
flown beyond the van Allen belts on Orion’s Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1) (considered in microgravity and irradiated
by space radiation) and equivalent sets will be cultured asynchronously on board the International Space Station (ISS)
(considered in microgravity but mostly – although not completely – protected of space radiation by the van Allen belts)
in our smart incubator (Space Automated Bioproduct Lab (SABL)) and on Earth (also in a ground SABL). Each of the
ISS and Earth experiments will include two sets: one where the temperature profile experienced during the EM-1 flight
is replicated, and a second cultured at a constant temperature to determine the potential role of temperature variation on
the results from EM-1.
The first aim of this project is to identify the metabolic and genomic pathways in yeast affected by microgravity, space
radiation, and a combination of both. The second one is to differentiate between gravity and radiation exposure on
single-gene deletion mutants’ ability to thrive in the spaceflight environment. We hypothesize that mutants lacking genes
associated with DNA repair, recombination, and replication will have lower survivability rates beyond the van Allen
belts than their below van Allen belts- or Earth-controls
The experiment is designed to have a controlled start after Orion is past the van Allen belts, grow ~21 generations of the
deletion series, and fix or preserve samples for post-flight analyses. Should the automated controlled approach be
considered inappropriate for implementation on EM-1, we have a passive approach that is based on dotting each mutant
individually on agar. We have performed both approaches in space in the past.
This project will address three Space Biology Program Science Elements, three Objectives, three Guiding Questions,
and four Decadal Survey’s highest priority Recommendations by preserving nucleic acids of different generations of the
yeast deletion series cultures grown in space, beyond as well as below the van Allen belts (and uploading the genomic
and transcriptomic data to GeneLab).
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